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Soccer Goals

Soccer Accessories

505010 Soccer Goal Ground Anchor Kit 
Auger-type anchors for soft or loose soils. Set of four (use two per 
goal) provided with all aluminum portable goals.

Dimensions, drawings and specifications available at: 
www.draperinc.com/go/SoccerGoal.htm

505003

Draper’s lightweight Portable Soccer Goals have a 4” aluminum post 
face and crossbar design. A unique corner attachment system al-
lows for ease of installation and the elimination of all protruding 
hardware on the front and sides of goal. Features a white powder 
coated finish and edge radius for player safety. Backstays are galva-
nized steel tube and provide up to 4’ top depth. Net clips hold the 
net securely to the face of the goal. 
All Draper Portable Soccer Goals come standard with nets and built-in 
wheel kit for easy transport, rear stabilizer bar and ground anchor kit 
for player safety.
505003 Official 24’ x 8’ Competition Aluminum Portable Goals
 Meet all NCAA,FIFA and National High School Federation rules 
505002 Club 21’ x 7’ Aluminum Portable Goals
505001 Youth 12’ x 6½’ Aluminum Portable Goals

Soccer Net   Top Bottom 
Model # Width Height Depth Depth
505015 24’ 8’ 4’ 10’
505016 24’ 8’ 0’ 8’
505014 21’ 7’ 3’ 8’
505012 12’ 6’6” 2’ 6’

505006

Portable goal  
net clips

Built-in             
transporter

Auger-type 
ground anchors

Make Draper’s in-ground goals removable for multi-purpose fields by 
adding ground sleeves. Aluminum extrusions are 24” deep to fit any  
4” round post. Steel removable cap keeps out dirt and debris. Requires 
30” deep x 8” minimum diameter ground excavation. Sold in sets 
of four.

Twisted Nylon Soccer Nets
Although designed specifically for Draper soccer goals, these 
nets can be used on any goal with a correct top depth. Nets are 
constructed of high strength twisted nylon covered mesh with a 
minimum of 51/2” square openings. Nets have finished rope edges. 
Each pair of nets comes with a mesh carry bag for easy transport    
or storage.

505009 Ground Sleeve for                                  
Steel In-Ground Soccer Goals

In-Ground Steel Soccer Goals

Portable Soccer Goals

Sturdy, economical, and easy to install and secure with a corner at-
tachment design. Can be permanently mounted in concrete or 
removable when used with 505009 Ground Sleeves. All steel com-
ponents feature powder coating. Order nets, optional backstays and 
ground sleeves separately. Posts are 4” round with 14 gauge wall 
thickness. 
505006 Official 24’ x 8’ Competition Steel In-Ground Goals
 Meet all NCAA,FIFA and National High School Federation rules. 

Order 505016 or 505015 nets with backstays separately.
505007 Optional European Style Backstays
 Backstays can be mounted to in-ground soccer goals. Backstays 

feature galvanized finish and 15/16” diameter tube construction. 
When using backstays, a 4’ top depth net is needed (see chart  
below). Sold in sets for backstays with mounting hardware. Optional European        

Style Backstays

505007


